The FCDC sets out the data licensing framework
between you and Ordnance Survey (OS).
Pricing Principles: (The licence fee depends on)
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Which OS product you licence
The geographical coverage (tiles, hectares, kilometres, number of records)
The number of terminals/users of OS data (corporate grants unlimited terminals/users)
The number of legal entities (some products only enable you to licence to a single entity, however, group
terms are also available for some products)
The duration of the licence (a minimum term of 1 year and a maximum term of 3 years except for OS
MasterMap Imagery Layer which you can also licence on a perpetual basis)
The licence fee is fixed for the duration of the licence except for any increases by our third-party suppliers
OS introduces price increases/annual inflation increases each April unless otherwise notified (Increases only
apply on expiry of the existing licence)

Permitted Actions:
You can use the data for your internal business use (including limited external use: use on your website, in
your professional services)
 You can use the data to support your statutory obligations.



You can retain derived data (“Free to Use”/ “Customer Created Analytics Data”) for free upon expiry of
your licence.
You can share data with third parties (Public Bodies and Infrastructure Bodies) who hold an OS Licence for
 the same data.
You can archive the data for the sole purpose of addressing a complaint or challenge from a regulator or
 other third party.
 You can share data with Contractors.
 You can use OS Data for evaluation/trial on a royalty free basis.
 You can benefit from the Open Identifiers Policy.
 You can receive updates during the terms of your licence (except OS MasterMap Imagery Layer).



Requirements:
You must assign Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) in the Customer Created Analytics Data to us to the extent
it was created using Licensed Data (and we grant you the right to a royalty free licence to use such data for
your own Licensed Use and to retain it in perpetuity solely for your own Licensed Use).
You must keep details of the licence for audit purposes.
You must pay us a licence fee (as applicable).
You must keep OS Data secure.
You must inform OS if you suspect any infringement.
You must use the OS brand in accordance with the branding guidelines.

Restrictions:
You will not infringe or breach the IPR in the data.
You will not make any data available to third parties or create any products or services which have benefitted
from, relied on or made any use of the data.
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